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where A is a generator of Z6CSO(2).)
Now let a be a representation of SO(3) such that there is a point z whose isotropy group is Z6 and such that the slice representation at z has the form 6X®I3 for some representation /3 of Z6 (the slice representation is the induced representation of the isotropy group on the normal plane to the orbit). This can always be done and, in fact, the 16-dimensional representation a=pis®pz of SO(3) has this property. Let the dimension of /3 be r (if a = pn(Bps then r = 8) and let Sr he the unit sphere in the representation 5©1. Let Z« act on S6XSr by 6 on the first factor and j3©l on the second, and let yES* be a fixed point so that (x, y) is a fixed point of this action. Let x' =^x also be fixed for 6 and let D& be a disk about x' in S6 on which 6 is linear. Clearly we may perform the equivariant surgery of removing D5XSr and pasting in S^XD'+K This gives an action of Z6 on 5r+5. If
to (x, y) then the representation of Z6 at p is just dx@8-If Sk is the fixed set of j3©l on ST (k = 2 in the specific case mentioned) then F(Z&, Sr+6) « (S1 X Sk) + Sk+1 and p can be taken to be in either component. We now remove a disk from Sr+i about p. This gives an action of Z6 on Dr+i whose fixed point set is (SlXSk)+Dk+1 (or (S1XSk -Ek+1)+Sk+1 as one wishes) and, moreover, such that the action on the boundary Sr+4 is just the linear action 6X®8-Now if D\+s is a normal disk to the orbit at z of the representation a (so that the isotropy group Z6 acts on Drx+S via 6X®8) then a tubular neighborhood of the orbit SO(3) (x) has the form SO(3) Xz, Pi+5 where Z6 acts on SO(3) by right translation and on D\+5by dx®8 and SO(3) acts by left translation of the left hand factor. Since Z6 acts on the boundary of Dr+f> in the same way as it acts on that of Pi+1, we can equivariantly replace this tubular neighborhood by
thereby obtaining an action X of SO (3) on Er+S.
Now the fixed point set of Z6 on SO(3)Xz6Pri+5 is (51+51)XPi+1 and thatonSO(3) Xz6Pr+6canbetakenas(51+51) X(Dk+l + (S1XSk)). Thus, the fixed point set of Z6 in X is clearly Ek+2+S1XS1XSk+S1
XS1XSk. Moreover, the representation a was altered only within a compact set and hence the action X is linear at infinity and thus contains an action of SO (3) on the disk Pr+S, linear on the boundary, such that the fixed point set of Z6 is Dk+2 + S1XS1XSk + S1XS1XSk.
